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Abstract 

SUMBooST2 research develops universally applicable data science methodology which extracts key urban mobility 

parameters and origin/destination matrices from the anonymized big data set gathered from telecom operator. The 

methodology (toolbox) provides transport planners with a method for fast, efficient, and reliable provision of data on 

movements within the certain area. Origin/destination matrices with modal split will provide transport planners with valid 

input data for the planning of urban transport systems. The algorithms which separate relevant mobility data from the overall 

dataset are the unique part of the toolbox. The algorithms to identify passenger car trips are developed in 2020 project 

SUMBooST, and they are being upgraded in 2021 to detect trips made by active mobility modes and public transport. For 

the methodology to be valid, it must be implemented in representative number of cities. Previous SUMBooST project 

included implementation and validation in the City of Rijeka, and SUMBooST2 continues with two other cities, City of 

Zagreb, and City of Dubrovnik. The aim of the paper is to present innovative toolbox for the boost of sustainable urban 

planning based on big data science. 
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1. State of the Art

Development of ICT has caused that data is generated at an 

extraordinary scale, leading to their growing amounts. This 

massive generation of data provides new opportunities for 

discovering new values. Big Data is the Information asset 

characterized by such a High Volume, Velocity and 

Variety to require specific Technology and Analytical 

Methods for its transformation into Value [1]. Mobile 

networks have become both generators and carriers of Big 

Data, since an enormous amount of data is generated as a 

result of both user-related and network-related activities 

[2]. This type of data usually originates from two potential 

data sources within the mobile network. The first set of data 

consist of database containing logs of telecommunication 

activities initiated by the users and is referred to as CDR 

*Corresponding author. Email: msostaric@fpz.unizg.hr

(Call Data Record) data. The second set is generated as a 

result of constant communication between network 

elements (including terminals) and is referred to as 

signalling data. CDR represents the data generated by 

events and represents the records that are created when 

some telecommunication activities are performed by 

subscribers in the network. Events include activities such 

as voice calls, SMS or MMS services, data traffic usage, 

roaming information, etc. The location information 

obtained from the mobile network is not as precise as the 

GNSS location data, but those location uncertainties can 

be, to some extent, mitigated by a large amount of data. The 

mobile network data are low-cost alternative to traditional 

GPS data since the network data can provide anonymous 

information for millions of users [3]. The mobile network 

positioning accuracy might vary from 50 to 500 meters 

with median value of 250 meters in densely populated 

urban areas [4], and that is considered acceptable for urban 
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mobility use cases. For different positioning methodology 

used in mobile networks consult literature [5]. There are 

several cases of application of mobile network data in 

transportation systems that were subject of various studies. 

Such cases take advantage of the fact that besides the fact 

that these data are not captured for transport applications 

they have significant relevance to their understanding. 

Majority of studies have been performed to determine 

the Origin/Destination Matrix (ODM) from those types of 

data [6]. Beside origin/destination matrices, multiple 

studies are dealing with the application of telecom Big Data 

in public transport planning [7], urban mobility planning 

[8], [9], transport mode detection [10], urban mobility 

estimation [11], traffic flow analysis [12] and the 

reconstruction of human mobility in general [13]. 

Few papers are dealing with the potential of the 

integration of Big Data into sustainable mobility planning 

support systems, and they are on a conceptual level 

investigating how Big Data can innovate urban mobility 

policy [14]. In general conclusion is that, while heuristic 

relevance of Big Data is increasingly investigated, the 

contribution of this new knowledge source to the policy 

processes still requires deeper analysis. Besides, the 

implementation of data-driven planning support system 

can have multiple implications in favor of improved quality 

of life and smart and sustainable growth of the future urban 

agglomerations [15]. 

The conclusion resulting from the literature review is 

that there is a significant potential of mobile network data 

in transportation domain, especially when compared to 

traditional data acquisition methods. 

2. Introduction

The main focus of the research was to address the problem 

of globally frequent overuse of unsustainable transport 

modes in urban areas. Transport planners need information 

on where and how people travel within the city 

(origin/destination matrix by transport mode). Using this 

information, they can encourage sustainable mobility 

modes and dissimulate passenger car usage. This kind of 

data is complicated, expensive, and time-consuming to 

obtain by traditional methods. 

The defined problem is tackled with the SUMBooST2 

project using the innovative method of obtaining the 

origin/destination matrix correlated with the modal split. 

Innovative methodology (toolbox) is based on Big Data 

science further enhanced and validated through traditional 

traffic research. The most creative and innovative part is 

the extraction of the mobility parameters from the Big Data 

set gathered from telecom operators. 

SUMBooST2 is a follow-up of SUMBooST 2020 

project where the methodology of the toolbox was based 

on the identification of passenger car trips only. The project 

further improves the methodology and mainly focuses on 

identifying sustainable transport modes and their 

strengthening, but passenger car trips are also analyzed as 

an additional validation of the first version of toolbox. 

The toolbox usage will provide its users with 

information on origin/destination urban zone pairs with a 

significant share of trips made by sustainable modes of 

transport and give them a valid input where they can make 

upgrades and additionally expand the usage of sustainable 

mobility modes. Also, the toolbox will provide users with 

origin/destination pairs with low sustainable transport and 

a large share of passenger car trips and give them input 

where to discourage those unsustainable mobility modes. 

The main objective was to provide the city leaders and 

planners with a toolbox that can give them valid input for 

their transport related decision making. The toolbox 

provides fast and efficient way to obtain an accurate data 

set based on which city planners can develop new 

solutions. 

This paper focuses on the description of the new 

segments of methodology and algorithms for the detection 

of sustainable modes of transport from the Big Data set. 

The paper shows a brief overview of the SUMBooST 2020 

project which set the basis for the SUMBooST2 project. 

Afterwards, the preliminary results of SUMBooST2 

project are described. 

3. SUMBooST

Sustainable Urban Mobility Boost Smart Toolbox 

(SUMBooST) project has resulted in a proven and 

validated methodology for fast and efficient transport data 

collection, fusion, and analytics needed for the transport 

planning processes. The results show that the methodology 

and related activities open a new dimension of Big Data 

usage in transportation engineering, enabling quick, 

efficient, and safe mobility patterns analytics. SUMBooST 

aimed to: 

• use Big Data analytics and field research to identify

pairs of urban zones with a high percentage of

passenger car commuters,

• identify reasons for the high number of passenger car

trips,

• define and propose measures for the modal shift from

passenger car to sustainable transport modes.

The methodology was set up to analyze the ‘as is’ 

mobility situation in the coverage area first. The analysis 

was conducted based on the Big Data research and field 

research. Big Data research included the process of 

collecting, organizing, and analyzing large sets of 

anonymized data gathered from mobile telecom operators 

to obtain information on daily migration patterns, which 

are important for urban mobility planning. Big Data 

research (data science) on anonymized mobile telecom data 

sets for migrations represents an innovative approach and 

should be validated. 

 The results of the Big Data analysis were validated by 

the results of traditional field research. Field research was 

performed through an online and phone survey on 
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commuter patterns, through analysis of traffic flow 

distribution based on automatic license plate recognition 

system (ALPR), and through analysis of traffic flow 

volume and structure (traffic counting). The validation was 

successful, and it confirmed the correlation between the 

two sets of results, which resulted in the basis for defining 

transport issues, challenges, and solutions for the defined 

challenges. 

  The methodology was successfully completed in a 

pilot study, and it resulted in a set of possible solutions for 

modal shift from passenger cars to sustainable mobility 

modes. Solutions were proposed for each pair of zones with 

high share of passenger car trips. The local public and 

stakeholders confirmed the quality of the proposed 

transport solutions (proposed measures). 

The main result and conclusion are that the whole 

SUMBooST process was successfully carried out and that 

the innovative toolbox delivers valid output. The scheme 

of the proven methodology is shown in Figure 1. 

The entire process includes roughly 150 steps. For the 

illustration purposes, they are visualized in the Figure 2. 

The main segment, analysis of identified zones with an 

identification of transport problems is shown in detail in 

the Figure 3. Besides the definition and the description of 

activities that must be performed within the SUMBooST 

toolbox, the process includes a high-level definition 

(description of the required input data, definition of 

expected result data, definition on deliverables) and the 

information on expected validation steps. All activities are 

logically and sequentially connected, so that, in general, the 

outcome of the previous activity represents input data for 

the subsequent activities. 

Figure 1. High level visualisation of SUMBooST 
toolbox methodology 

Figure 2. Illustration of steps within the SUMBooST 
toolbox 
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Figure 3. Detail analysis steps 

Within the SUMBooST toolbox, data analytics and 

visualization module has been developed, and system 

prototype demonstration in operational environment has 

been performed (TRL 7 reached). The developed web-

based tool enables visualization and basis analytical 

queries on validated Big Data sets. Several data sets are 

available within the tool, including data sets containing 

number of migrations (data set for entire characteristic 

working day, dataset for peak hour, data set for various 

time frames within the day), and data sets containing 

information on proportion of migration related to usage of 

passenger cars and public transport. Besides availability of 

different types of queries and visualization, toolbox 

supports data and visualization export for further analysis. 

Example of toolbox graphical user interface is presented in 

Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Example of toolbox graphical user 
interface 

To preserve user privacy and to ensure compliance with 

GDPR directive, several measures have been applied, 

including space and time clustering (aggregation) and K-

anonymity. This guarantees that the individuals who were 

the subjects of the anonymized data cannot be re-identified 

while the data remain practically useful. To preserve K-

anonymity, all values of migrations lesser than five among 

sector pairs for any time period are not present on map. For 

example, if during the analytics it is determined that a total 

number of identified migrations between sector 24 and 35 

during peak hour is ‘4’ or less, this value will not be 

presented, and the value will be substituted with zero. This 

impacts less than 1% of all trips identified during the 

characteristic day. 

4. SUMBooST upgrade

Good quality results from 2020 encouraged the project 

team to further improve the methodology and expand the 

transport mode coverage with active modes and public 

transport, which led to a SUMBooST2 project. The project 

plan was to further improve the 2020 methodology and to 

mainly be focused on identifying sustainable transport 

modes and their strengthening, but passenger car trips were 

analyzed as an additional validation of the first version of 

toolbox. For the methodology to be valid, it must be 

implemented in representative number of cities. 

SUMBooST included implementation and validation in the 

City of Rijeka as a pilot, and SUMBooST2 continued with 

the City of Rijeka and two other cities, City of Zagreb as 

the Croatian capital and City of Dubrovnik as a touristic 

destination. 

During the implementation of SUMBooST project, the 

COVID-19 pandemic has shown that the entire transport 

system sometimes needs to adapt and react fast to new 

requirements that might change rapidly. The project team 

realized that a SUMBooST toolbox, as a new transport 

planning tool, can quickly respond to such changes and 

adjust transport system to new circumstances. The lessons 

learned during the pandemic will improve the way that 

mobility is managed in the future. The positive changes 

will include usage of proposed fast, cost efficient and 

responsive urban mobility management toolbox based on 

Big Data sets and data science that is being developed 

within this project. Lessons learnt during the development 

of SUMBooST project were included in the development 

of SUMBooST2 project and SUMBooST2 methodology 

can support transport system development during such 

extraordinary situations like world pandemic. 

4.1. Methodology 

In 2021 SUMBooST2 project, the focus was on upgrading 

the toolbox with algorithms that can identify trips made by 

sustainable modes of transport, public transport, cycling or 

walking and on upgrading the accuracy of passenger car 

travel identification algorithms. 

The first step was to define cities for toolbox validation. 

The selection of cities was such that it covered as wide 

range of urban features as possible to prove the universal 

applicability of the toolbox in as many world cities as 

possible. The project scope area included three Croatian 
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cities, Zagreb, Rijeka, and Dubrovnik. Each of the cities 

has its own specifics that are reflected also in the city's 

transport system and mobility. These specifics were partly 

the reason why the cities were selected as the pilots. The 

project focused on sustainable modes of transport - cycling, 

walking and public transport and the goal was to find cities 

in which a specific transport mode is presented with 

significant demand. The City of Zagreb is the biggest city 

in Croatia and cycling is the most accepted as commuting 

mode among other Croatian cities. Therefore, it was 

relevant for the analysis of cycling flows and piloting the 

data science algorithms for cyclists. The City of Rijeka has 

a well-defined public transport network with high demand 

which made them relevant for analysis and testing public 

transport data science algorithms. The City of Dubrovnik 

has characteristic walking routes with many pedestrians 

during the summer months, and specific road transport 

network which from the project aspect, made the city ideal 

for researching pedestrian flows, passenger car traffic 

flows and for testing applicability of data science to 

pedestrians and passenger cars. 

After the definition of the pilot cities, the methodology 

steps were defined. The research within the project 

consisted of three main sections, desktop research, field 

research and Big Data collecting. 

After the initial research conduction and input data 

collection, the next step was the Big Data science. The 

implementation of the Big Data science should result in the 

algorithms for transport mode which must be additionally 

validated with field research results. The final step of 

research was the creation of an origin/destination matrices 

with a modal split. 

4.2. Research plan 

The first step in the methodology was the desktop research 

for thorough analysis of the traffic system of pilot cities. In 

addition to the traffic system, a detailed analysis was 

conducted based on demographics, economic activity, and 

facilities. The purpose of desktop research was to get to 

know each segment of pilot cities so that field research and 

analysis of the transport system can be adequately 

organized and conducted. 

Field research was the next step in which a traffic 

counting, and surveying were conducted to get the valid 

data on current state of the traffic system. Each of the three 

pilot cities was analyzed. Cities of Rijeka and Zagreb were 

analyzed in a period before summer holidays to get the 

most relevant transport conditions, and the City of 

Dubrovnik was analyzed during summer season because 

that is the period when the most transport issues occur. The 

field research has resulted in a set of data on characteristic 

trips by modes of transport and traffic volumes on specific 

city locations that were used for validation of mobility data 

extracted from Big Data. 

The main purpose of the field research was to build basis 

for the Big Data validation. During the same period as the 

field research, Big Data collection was conducted from a 

mobile network operator with significant market share. 

Data was pre-processed and anonymized. The final step 

within the Big Data project section was the application of 

the Big Data science to extract the mobility data from Big 

Data sets. 

Big Data validation was the key project activity and the 

point that defined the success of the project by comparing 

the traffic parameters obtained from Big Data and from 

field research. Results of the analysis from those two 

independent sources must correspond, which proves that 

the correct mobility data was obtained by Big Data science. 

The next step was the identification of origin and 

destination zones of migrations based on the extracted 

mobility data. The goal was to find zone pairs with 

significant usage of sustainable transport modes (for 

additional development) and with significant passenger car 

usage (for substitution with sustainable modes). 

The goal was to get an answer on questions ‘How to 

improve and perfect sustainable mobility options?’ and 

‘Why people travel mostly by passenger cars?’. 

4.3. Research results 

Based on the demographic and economic indicators, the 

urban planning and transport planning documentation, the 

helicopter view of the transport system of pilot cities was 

prepared. This step was necessary to present the project 

team's understanding of the overall transport situation in 

the cities of Zagreb, Dubrovnik, and Rijeka. 

Field research was conducted to calibrate and validate 

new Big Data methodology on trips and travel habits. 

Research for certain modes of transport was conducted. In 

the City of Zagreb, field research emphasized walking and 

cycling, in the City of Rijeka emphasis was on urban public 

transport and in the City of Dubrovnik on urban public 

transport, traffic flow distribution, and walking. In all cities 

a web survey on commuting habits was conducted. 

Big Data analytics included the process of collecting, 

organizing, and analyzing Big Data sets to discover useful 

information that can be used by urban mobility 

stakeholders. This project utilized anonymized Big Data 

sets originating from mobile telecommunication operator 

that comply with GDPR regulations. 

The key result of this research was the set of data needed 

to carry out further project activities. For the project to be 

successfully completed, a key prerequisite was the 

collection of a specific set of data. That prerequisite was 

accomplished. Big Data was collected and was ready for 

the application of Big Data science, and field research data 

was collected and used for validation of data science 

results. The data collection process was carried out 

according to plan in all three pilot cities. 

5. Big data science

The mobility data from Big Data set was validated with 

field research results. The traffic volume from Big Data 
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was validated by field traffic counting and 

origin/destination matrix was validated by citizen survey 

on commuting. Regarding the identification of trips, Big 

Data science was applied to all modes of transport and each 

mode has its own algorithm which needed to be validated 

with field research results. The basic algorithm for 

identification of passenger car trips was developed in 2020 

project so it was slightly upgraded and used in 2021 project 

with the same validation process.  

5.1. Validation 

Big Data validation was the key project activity and the 

point that defined the success of the project by comparing 

traffic parameters obtained from Big Data and from field 

research. Results of the analysis from those two 

independent sources had to correspond, which proved that 

the correct mobility data was obtained by the Big Data 

science. The mobility data from Big Data set was validated 

with field research results such as traffic counting, public 

transport passengers counting, traffic flow analysis based 

on ALPR and web household surveys. Some historical data 

of transport operators were also used as additional dataset 

for the validation. The results for City of Zagreb were 

additionally validated through results of the transport 

model developed in a Master plan of the transport system 

of the City of Zagreb, and surrounding area. The Faculty of 

Transport and Traffic Sciences participated in the 

Masterplan preparation and is familiar with the model. For 

model preparation a massive field research was conducted. 

The main focus of field research were household surveys, 

screen line surveys, public transport passengers counting, 

vehicle counting, cyclists counting etc. The model was 

calibrated with those surveys and very high GEH was 

achieved. Therefore, the project team decided to use this 

model as an additional source for Big Data methodology 

validation. The transport model was used to validate a 

modal split and transport matrices. An additional control of 

modal split was carried out with the results of web survey.  

Regarding the identification of trips, the Big Data 

science was applied to all modes of transport and each 

mode had its own algorithm which needed to be validated 

with conventional data sources. The basic algorithm for 

identification of passenger car trips was developed in 2020 

project so it was upgraded and used in 2021 project with 

the same validation process. In this project the algorithms 

for transport mode detection have been upgraded for all 

transport modes (heuristic rules), and in particular for 

detection of public transport trips (statistical modelling). 

The positive validation of the algorithms confirmed 

validity of the Big Data science which means that all the 

mobility data extracted from Big Data is useable and 

relevant for transport planning. 

5.2. Preliminary results 

The project is ongoing and project team is still working on 

validation process, but the authors of the paper can give the 

preliminary results to show the concept of Big Data sets 

validation. 

A good, simple but strong example of validation result 

are the data sets on traffic flow intensity and traffic flow 

unevenness in the City of Dubrovnik. For the validation the 

project team compared the data collected by traditional 

method (traffic counting with automatic traffic counter) 

and the data extracted by SUMBooST2 algorithm from 

telecom Big Data set.   

The analysis showed a statistically significant 

correlation between the hourly load according to the data 

obtained from Big Data and data obtained by automatic 

traffic counting (R2=91.89%). Results of comparative as 

well as correlation analysis are shown in Figure 5 and  

Figure 6. 

Figure 5. Comparative analysis - daily unevenness 
of traffic flow (a characteristic day of the week) 

Figure 6. Correlation analysis - daily unevenness of 
traffic flow (a characteristic day of the week) 

6. Next steps and conclusion

The main result of the conducted research and 

implemented Big Data science is that the conducted 

methodology (toolbox) will result in a reliable 

origin/destination matrix with modal distribution. 

The next step is to finalize the validation process and 

analyze the obtained data set and determine the negative 

and positive pilots of zone pairs of zones (starting zone - 
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destination zone). Negative pairs of zones are those with a 

high share of personal car travel. Such zone pairs will be 

further analyzed to determine the reason for the 

unfavorable modal distribution and to find a way to 

encourage the use of sustainable modes of transport. 

Positive pilots of zone pairs will serve as an example and a 

guide to a transport system dominated by sustainable 

modes of transport. 

The main conclusion is that the SUMBooST2 toolbox 

will bring a completely new product to traffic planning 

processes, significantly simplify traffic system planning 

and easily identify system needs. Fast and efficient, and 

most importantly reliable collection of origin/destination 

matrices with modal distribution is an innovation that every 

city in the world wants. 
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